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Abstract—This paper introduces the maximal eigengap esti-
mator for finding the direction of arrival of a wideband acoustic
signal using a single vector-sensor. We show that in this setting
narrowband cross-spectral density matrices can be combined in
an optimal weighting that approximately maximizes signal-to-
noise ratio across a wide frequency band. The signal subspace
resulting from this optimal combination of narrowband power
matrices defines the maximal eigengap estimator. We discuss the
advantages of the maximal eigengap estimator over competing
methods, and demonstrate its utility in a real-data application
using signals collected in 2019 from an acoustic vector-sensor
deployed in the Monterey Bay.
Index Terms—direction of arrival, acoustic vector-sensor, signal
subspace, eigengap
I. INTRODUCTION
Direction of Arrival (DOA) estimation of acoustic signals is
a problem which spans multiple application areas. Examples
include biology, where tracking marine mammals can pro-
vide detailed information on their habits, and defense, where
monitoring and locating vessels has utility in many naval
applications. One advantage of an acoustic vector-sensor over
a conventional hydrophone array is that acoustic vector-sensors
have a smaller footprint, while still providing signal direction.
The specialized nature of data collected by an acoustic vector-
sensor motivates signal processing techniques customized for
its analysis.
In this paper, we consider DOA estimation of a single
wideband source using a single acoustic vector-sensor. We
introduce the maximal eigengap estimator, which combines
cross-spectral density (CSD) matrices across a wide frequency
range to maximize signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the resulting
signal subspace. In the setting of a single acoustic vector
sensor and a single source, we provide a tractable formulation
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of the maximal eigengap estimator, thus providing a new DOA
estimation method customized for this setting.
Previous work on DOA estimation of wideband signals
aggregates narrowband information across a wide frequency
band in a variety of ways. In [1], CSD matrices for each
frequency are combined via linear combination, where the
ideal weighting of each matrix is given by the SNR in that
frequency. Because this SNR is unknown, the authors take an
equal weighting of each cross-spectral matrix. The authors of
[2] instead aggregate narrowband frequency information by
forming an estimating equation for the signal subspace which
is a linear combination of generalized eigenvector equations
for each frequency. It is suggested that the weighting should be
related to SNR in each frequency (this suggestion is confirmed
in an analysis of asymptotic variance [3]), but numerical
examples suggest that a uniform weighting works equally
well. Other popular methods combine signal or noise subspace
information uniformly [4], [5]. Our contribution, the maximal
eigengap estimator, continues this pattern of aggregating nar-
rowband information, and is similar in theme to [1], with the
important difference that we capitalize on the acoustic vector-
sensor setting to optimize SNR over the weights in a linear
combination of cross-spectral power matrices.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
formally introduce the maximal eigengap estimator and our
main theoretical contribution, Theorem 1, which provides a
tractable reformulation of the estimator. Section III applies
the maximal eigengap estimator to signals collected in 2019
by an acoustic vector-sensor deployed in the Monterey Bay,
where ground-truth information on vessel locations provide a
realistic test case. We conclude by summarizing our results.
Before proceeding we establish some notation. We denote
vectors and matrices by bold text, and scalars by plain text.
For a vector or matrix a, we denote its transpose by aT and its
conjugate transpose by aH . Similarly, we denote the complex























with superscript ∗. Minimal and maximal eigenvalues of a
Hermitian matrix a (which are real by the spectral theorem
[6]) are denoted λmin(a) and λmax(a), with corresponding
eigenvectors vmin(a) and vmax(a). The expectation operator
is written E [·]. The Frobenius norm of a matrix a is denoted
|||a|||, and ‖ · ‖ denotes an arbitrary norm.
II. MAXIMAL EIGENGAP ESTIMATOR
A. Signal Model
Consider a single acoustic vector-sensor with a single signal
source. The sensor’s output at time t, z(t), has four channels,
consisting of an omnidirectional hydrophone and three particle
velocity measurements. We assume a plane wave signal, where
it can be shown (see [7]) that the sensor output is
z(t) = −w s(t) + n(t), (1)
where s(t) is the acoustic pressure at the sensor at time t,
w = (1, kx, ky, kz)
T is a vector such that k = (kx, ky, kz)
T
is a unit vector pointing towards the stationary source, and
n(t) ∈ R4 is a noise term. The vector k can be written
(cos θ cosφ, sin θ cosφ, sinφ)
T , where θ and φ give the az-
imuth and elevation angles, respectively, of k. Throughout, we
focus our attention on estimating the azimuth angle θ using
the x and y velocity channels, setting φ = 0. This reflects
that azimuth is the primary quantity of interest in many DOA
estimation problems.
Denote by x(t), e(t), and u, the restriction of z(t), n(t),
and w, respectively, to their second (x) and third (y) channels.
Because we assume φ = 0 we note that u is a unit vector.
Equation (1) restricted to x and y velocity channels is then
x(t) = −u s(t) + e(t). (2)
A frequency domain representation of (2) is











(A1) E [S(ω) E(ω)∗] = E [S(ω)∗E(ω)] = 0 for each ω.
(A2) The condition number of Σ(ω) is bounded by some










= PS(ω) u u
T + Σ(ω). (4)
When PS(ω) dominates Σ(ω), it can be shown that the
maximal eigenvector vmax (PX(ω)) is close to u. Moreover, if
the spatial covariance Σ(ω) is a scalar multiple of the identity
matrix this recovery is exact. A precise statement is given
by the following proposition, which follows from a direct
application of [8, Theorem 8.5].
Proposition 1. Assume PS(ω) > 0 and |||Σ(ω)||| <
PS(ω)/2. Let u⊥ be a unit vector perpendicular to u, U =[
u,u⊥
]
a matrix with columns u and u⊥, and p̃(ω) the off-
diagonal term in UT Σ(ω) U. Then




By the bound given in (5), we have tighter control on the
difference of vmax (PX(ω)) and the signal’s DOA u when
either
(i) The maximum eigenvector of Σ(ω) is closely aligned
with u, in the sense that
∣∣vmax(Σ(ω))T u⊥∣∣ (which
directly controls |p̃(ω)|) is small.
(ii) The signal dominates the noise, in the sense that PS(ω)







can alternatively insist that these eigenvalues are small.
Using assumption (A2), we can upper bound |||Σ(ω)||| as
|||Σ(ω)||| ≤ λmin (Σ(ω))
√
1 + C2,
and the denominator in (5)
PS(ω)−2 |||Σ(ω)||| ≥ PS(ω)−2λmin (Σ(ω))
√
1 + C2. (6)
From (5) and (6), we see that large PS(ω) and small
λmin (Σ(ω)) make vmax (PX(ω)) a better estimate of u.
However, note that both PS(ω) and λmin(Σ(ω)) are prop-
erties of unobserved variables. From (4), we note that
λmax(PX(ω)) approximates PS(ω) and λmin(PX(ω)) approxi-
mates λmin(Σ(ω)). Hence our desire for large PS(ω) and small
λmin (Σ(ω)) can be stated as the following.
Goal: for better estimation of the signal DOA, we should
have λmax(PX(ω)) large and λmin(PX(ω)) small.
B. Combining Narrowband Information
For wideband signals, we seek to aggregate the narrowband
information described in the previous section over a range of
ω values, only some of which contain the signal of interest.
For frequency bins F = {ω1, ..., ω|F |}, our goal is to decide,
for each ω ∈ F , whether the signal of interest is contained
in the narrowband CSD matrix PX(ω), and if so to what
degree it agrees with the signal DOA in other frequency
bins. To accomplish this goal, we extend (4) by searching
for a weighted combination of the power matrices that gives
a tighter bound in (5). Namely, we propose solving, for
some to-be-specified norm ‖ · ‖, the following problem, where
a ∈ R|F | is a weight vector such that aω denotes the entry of














s.t. ‖a‖ ≤ 1, a ≥ 0
In (7), the ‖ · ‖ ≤ 1 constraint defines the maximum size of
the weight vector. Because the λmax term measures the power
in the signal subspace, and λmin term the power in the noise
subspace, this objective maximizes the estimated SNR1.
One concern with the formulation (7) is that some fre-
quencies (in practice, often the lower ones) have more power
in both signal and noise subspaces, so these terms have
the potential to dominate the objective function. To remedy
this, we propose three standardization schemes for the CSD
matrices PX(ω). We denote a standardized PX(ω) by QX(ω).
Three intuitive options for standardization are:





and the total power (aggregated across both signal and
noise subspaces) in each frequency bin is 1.





and the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix gives its SNR.
(c) No standardization, so that
QX(ω) = PX(ω).
We compare the merits of each standardization method in
section III.
Lastly, we replace PX(ω) in (7) with an estimate P̂X(ω)
obtained from observations. We extend the notation for stan-
dardized matrices as one would expect, so that Q̂X(ω) is the














s.t. ‖a‖ ≤ 1, a ≥ 0.
We define the maximal eigengap estimator as the real part







where â denotes the maximizer in (8). The following Theorem
is instrumental in computing the maximal eigengap estimator.
Theorem 1. The objective in (8) is the square root of a convex
quadratic function in a.







where we have used the conjugate symmetry of Q̂X(ω) in the











1In detail, maximizing difference in (7) is equivalent to maximizing
log(λmax/λmin) which is equivalent to maximizing the SNR λmax/λmin.











ω∈F aωsω − λ
)
= 0. (9)
These roots can be computed explicitly using the quadratic for-
mula, and their difference is the discriminant of the quadratic
in (9), which is nonnegative because the eigenvalues of Her-
mitian matrices are real.√√√√√
∑
ω∈F
















Because we maximize this expression in (8), and it is always
nonnegative, we can instead maximize the square of (10)∑
ω∈F






























Define a matrix R̃ ∈ C|F |×|F | with










so that the quadratic form aT R̃ a gives (12).
Next we apply a common technique to produce a real
symmetric quadratic form R which is equal to the quadratic
form given by R̃. First, note that expression (11) is real
and scalar, because aω , and qω , and sω are real (recall that
Q̂X(ω) is Hermitian). Hence (11) is equal to its conjugate, its
transpose, and its conjugate transpose. Because (12) and (11)





















which is real, symmetric, and from (14) yields the same
quadratic form as R̃.
Finally, we remark that the quadratic form induced by R
is convex because aTRa is nonnegative for any choice of a.
This follows from the derivation of (10), in which we note
that the discriminant is nonnegative because the eigenvalues
of the conjugate symmetric matrix
∑
a∈F aωQ̂X(ω) must be
real.
Theorem 1 permits an equivalent definition of the weights





s.t. ‖a‖ ≤ 1 a ≥ 0.
The primary benefit of this reformulation is the simple form
of problem (15), which facilitates computation. We consider
using both the 2-norm ‖ · ‖2 and the 1-norm ‖ · ‖1 to define
the weight constraint. Note that, regardless of the norm used,
(15) maximizes a convex function over a convex set, so a
maximizer exists and is contained within the extreme points
of the feasible set [9, Corollary 32.3.4].
III. APPLICATIONS & EXPERIMENTS
In this section we apply the maximal eigengap estimator to
a set of signals collected in 2019 by an acoustic vector-sensor
deployed in the Monterey Bay. We combine these signals with
Automatic Identification System (AIS) data providing the GPS
locations of vessels in the Bay throughout 2019. By comparing
actual vessel DOAs with estimates provided by the maximal
eigengap estimator, we assess the performance of the maximal
eigengap estimator in a realistic setting.
A. Data Details
The acoustic signals we consider were collected by a
Geospectrum M20-105 vector-sensor deployed at a depth of
891 meters on the Monterey Accelerated Research System
cabled observatory, which is operated by the Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research Institute. The time window of the data
spans from February 1st to December 31st, 2019, and except
for a handful of minor, maintenance-related disruptions these
data are a continuous representation of the acoustic soundscape
in Monterey Bay over the time frame considered.
The locations of vessels are given by GPS data provided by
the US Coast Guard, with a time resolution of five minutes.
We consider all observations where a vessel is due West,
within 15 km, and has bearing between 190◦ and 350◦ of
the sensor. We also require that there are no additional vessels
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Fig. 1. The acoustic vector-sensor within the Monterey Bay overlaid with an
interpolation of the mean absolute angular deviation for the maximal eigengap
estimator (with 2-norm and no scaling, see Table I) constructed using K-
nearest neighbors regression over all observed vessels.
Reference Abbreviation Norm Scaling
This paper 1-Trace 1-norm Trace
This paper 2-MinEig 2-norm Minimum Eigenvalue
This paper 2-None 2-norm None
[7] Covar NA NA
TABLE I
THE ESTIMATORS CONSIDERED. THE MAXIMAL EIGENGAP (15) USES
VARIOUS NORMS AND CSD MATRIX SCALINGS. THE COVARIANCE
ESTIMATOR OF [7] IS INCLUDED AS A COMPETING METHOD.
vessel locations with the corresponding five minutes of signal
recorded by the acoustic vector-sensor, resulting in 3674 ob-
servations labeled by signal DOA. By restricting our attention
to vessels West of the sensor, we focus on detecting an
eigenvector defining the signal subspace, and not considering
vessels within 10◦ of North or South avoids complications
arising from the ambiguity of its sign. We note that once a
signal subspace has been detected, additional processing can
be used to resolve this ambiguity using the acoustic vector-
sensor’s omnidirectional channel [7].
Figure 1 gives the location of the vector-sensor within the
Monterey Bay, with an interpolated error function for the esti-
mator superimposed. Bathymetrically, the sensor is located on
a shelf within the Monterey Canyon. To the sensor’s East, the
ocean is shallower and contains mostly fishing and recreational
vessels, whereas West of the sensor a pair of nearby shipping
channels yields traffic that is primarily commercial. The data
contain an unknown proportion of errors caused by noisy
GPS reports and interfering signals such as small recreational
vessels or aquatic mammals. The multi-season nature of the
data also produces dynamic propagation conditions which
impact the strength of both source and interfering signals at
the sensor [10].
B. Numerical Performance
To assess the maximal eigengap estimator’s performance,
we apply it to the acoustic signals with known DOAs described
in III-A. We take frequency bins F ranging from 75 Hz to 300
Hz with 2 Hz resolution, and use averaged periodograms to
estimate the CSD matrices P̂X(ω) [11]. In II, we introduced
two opportunities for variation in the implementation of the
maximal eigengap estimator (15), depending on the norm
used to constrain the weight vector and the scaling of the
CSD matrix included in the data preprocessing (a)-(c). We
consider three of these variations in the following experiments:
1-norm with trace scaling, 2-norm with minimal eigenvalue
scaling, and 2-norm with no scaling. As a comparison of how
the maximal eigengap estimator performs relative to existing
methods, we also implement and apply the covariance-based
DOA estimator from [7]. Table I gives the different estimators
considered.
We comment briefly on the implementation details of the
maximal eigengap estimator using the 1 and 2-norms. For the
1-norm constraint, the weight vector in the maximal eigengap
estimator can be computed in closed form. Indeed, when the
1-norm is used in (15), the extreme points of the constraint set
are
{
0, e1, ..., e|F |
}
, where 0 denotes the zero vector and ei
the ith standard basis vector. Then it is clear that the maximizer
in (15) occurs at the standard basis vector corresponding to the
largest diagonal term in R.
In the 2-norm constrained case, (15) resembles a maximal
eigenvalue problem, but with an additional nonnegativity con-
straint. When the entries of R are nonnegative, the Perron-
Frobenius theorem guarantees that vmax(R) satisfies the non-
negativity constraint, but from its construction R may have
negative entries. Instead, we approximate a solution to (15) by
projecting vmax(R) onto the nonnegative orthant. In practice,
we find that the vmax(R) is primarily composed of positive
entries, and that occasional negative entries are close to zero,
which suggests that this approximation is reasonable.
The results of these experiments demonstrate that the max-
imal eigengap estimator is a more accurate method for DOA
estimation of an wideband signal using an acoustic vector-
sensor than those existing in the literature. Figure 2 gives
the mean absolute angular deviation (MAAD) of the various
methods as a function of the upper bound on the distance
between the sensor and vessels. Though variations of the
maximal eigengap estimator perform similarly, the 2-MinEig
variation performs strictly worse than the 1-Trace and 2-None
variations over all distances. Most importantly, all variations
of the maximal eigengap estimator outperforms its competitor,
the covariance method introduced in [7]. This performance
difference is especially large for vessels close to the sensor,
where the mean absolute angular deviation is approximately
30 degrees less for the maximal eigengap estimator. We
conjecture that this difference is due to the flexibility of the
maximal eigengap estimator, which selects from among a set
of frequency bins those that present a similar signal subspace.
The optimal frequency bins change depending on the vessel’s
distance from the sensor, and the maximal eigengap estimator
has the ability to adapt to this change using its optimal
weighting of CSD matrices.
Further comparisons of the estimators’ performance demon-
strate the utility of the maximal eigengap estimator. Figure
3 presents histograms of the absolute angular error for the
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Fig. 2. Mean absolute angular deviation for each DOA estimator in Table I, as
a function of the distance between a vessel and the sensor. The three variants
of the maximal eigengap estimator perform much better than the covariance
method of [7] when the vessels are closer to the sensor, and this advantage
decreases as the distance increases.
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Fig. 3. Histograms of absolute angular error for the maximal eigengap
estimator (with 2-norm and no scaling) and the covariance method of [7]. The
maximal eigengap estimator has error near zero more often than its competitor.
2-None variant of the maximal eigengap estimator and the
competing covariance method. In this figure, the maximal
eigengap has 50% more observations in the smallest error bin
than the covariance method. Figure 1 presents the absolute
angular deviation of the maximal eigengap estimator as a
function of vessel location, constructed by interpolating error
over all vessels in the data set. Certain vessel locations present
more difficulty for DOA estimation than others. We suspect
that this difficulty can primarily be attributed to propagation
conditions arising from bathymetric features of those locations.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduce the maximal eigengap esti-
mator for DOA estimation of a wideband signal collected
with a single acoustic vector-sensor. The maximal eigengap
estimator’s utility is in its formulation, which optimally and
tractably combines signal subspace information across a fre-
quency range. We demonstrate that the maximal eigengap
estimator outperforms existing techniques for DOA estimation
of maritime vessels on a set of labeled data collected by an
acoustic vector-sensor.
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